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1. Introduction
Subduction zones are generally considered to be the main driver of plate tectonics and mantle flow, and they also 
have a major impact on the Earth's surface topography. One way that subduction zones affect topography is by 
deforming the overriding plate, which can involve extension, causing subsidence, or shortening, causing uplift. 
Previous studies have investigated overriding plate deformation (OPD) using statistical parametric investigations 
(Heuret & Lallemand, 2005; Jarrard, 1986; Lallemand et al., 2008; Schellart, 2008b) and geodynamic models 
(Arcay et al., 2008; Boutelier & Cruden, 2013; Capitanio et al., 2010; Clark et al., 2008; Garel et al., 2014; Hert-
gen et al., 2020; Holt et al., 2015; Schellart & Moresi, 2013). Some of these works (Hertgen et al., 2020; Schellart 
& Moresi, 2013) concluded that the rate of overriding plate deformation is particularly dependent on the trench 
velocity.

Previous geodynamic models (Bellahsen et al., 2005; Di Giuseppe et al., 2008; Funiciello et al., 2008; Heuret 
et al., 2007; Ribe, 2010; Schellart, 2008a; Xue et al., 2020) and tomographic models (Van Der Voo et al., 1999; 
Widiyantoro et al., 1999; Wortel & Spakman, 2000) of subducting slabs have distinguished three main subduc-
tion styles as determined by the trench motion and the slab geometry: (1) continuous trench retreat with a slab 
rollback geometry (lazy “S” or “Z” slab geometry, Xue et  al.  [2020]; e.g., Calabria subduction zone, Scotia 
subduction zone, Tonga subduction zone), (2) long-term trench advance and slab rollover forming a “U” shaped 
slab geometry rotated 90° (e.g., India-Eurasia collision zone, Makran subduction zone), and (3) intermittent 
trench retreat and trench advance forming a steep folded slab pile (e.g., Mariana subduction zone). The first and 
the third subduction styles are relatively common in nature, and the patterns and mechanisms of OPD in these 
subduction styles have been investigated in buoyancy-driven subduction modeling works (Alsaif et al., 2020; 
Chen et al., 2015, 2016; Duarte et al., 2013; Hertgen et al., 2020; Holt et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2018). The second 
subduction style with slab rollover is less common in nature and the corresponding OPD has not been investigated 

Abstract Some subduction zones in nature show mainly overriding plate (OP) extension and low 
topography, and others show mainly shortening and elevated topography. Here we investigate how end-member 
subduction modes (trench retreat with slab rollback and trench advance with slab rollover) affect overriding 
plate deformation (OPD), topography, and mantle flow with time-evolving three-dimensional fully-dynamic 
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viscous drag force (FD), and is determined by the horizontal gradient of the horizontal mantle shear rate 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 , 
which controls the horizontal trench-normal gradient in FD. Furthermore, a large-scale trenchward OP tilting 
and overall subsidence are observed in the experiments showing continuous trench retreat, while a landward OP 
tilting and an overall uplift are observed during long-term trench advance. The two types of topography during 
the two different subduction modes can be ascribed to the downward component of the large-scale trenchward 
mantle flow and the upward component of the landward mantle flow, respectively, and thus represent forms 
of dynamic topography. Our models showing trench advance provide a possible mechanism for OPD and 
topography at the Makran subduction zone.
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using buoyancy-driven models with a single subduction zone. However, there are at least three examples of sub-
duction zones with a roll-over slab geometry in nature, that is, the Makran subduction zone (Amaru, 2007), the 
India-Eurasia continental subduction zone (Van Der Voo et al., 1999), and the subduction zone at the Caroline 
microplate (Fuji et al., 2021). With this contribution, we strive to fill the gap in knowledge that currently exists 
on slab rollover-overriding plate interaction. The aim of our study is to build buoyancy-driven models of pro-
gressive subduction in 3D space to investigate the two end-member subduction styles, slab rollover with trench 
advance and slab rollback with trench retreat, and to test the influence of subduction style on the variability of 
overriding plate deformation and topography. Previous experimental subduction studies investigated overriding 
plate deformation, but not topography, during slab rollover (Heuret et al., 2007) and overriding plate topography 
and deformation during trench retreat but not during trench advance (Martinod et al., 2013). Furthermore, these 
models used kinematic boundary conditions. Our models are buoyancy-driven and exclude external force or 
velocity boundary conditions, which can result in critically different model outcomes (Schellart & Strak, 2016).

In this study, we will focus on two research questions: (1) how do the deformation and topography of the over-
riding plate evolve during subduction with the rollover and rollback subduction styles? (2) what are the driving 
mechanisms that control OPD and topography during slab rollover and slab rollback? We present four dynamic 
upper-mantle subduction analog models with an overriding plate that evolve in three-dimensional space and 
which are driven only by the negative buoyancy of the slab, following an approach developed in earlier works 
(Chen et al., 2016, 2017; Duarte et al., 2013). Different subduction styles can be achieved by varying different 
geophysical parameters, for example, viscosity ratio of the subducting plate and ambient mantle material (Di 
Giuseppe et al., 2008; Funiciello et al., 2008; Garel et al., 2014; Ribe, 2010; Schellart, 2008a), plate thickness 
(Bellahsen et al., 2005; Ribe, 2010; Schellart, 2008a), plate length (Xue et al., 2020) and inclusion of lateral conti-
nental margins (Magni et al., 2014). In this study, we include two experimental sets that differ by their subducting 
plate thickness, to produce the two different subduction styles. We investigate the full subduction evolution, dur-
ing which the slab geometry and dip of the slab change. We calculate the mantle flow velocity field in a vertical 
cross-section at the center of the subduction zone, as well as the OPD and topography using a particle image 
velocimetry (PIV) technique. Mantle flow, OPD, and the topographic evolution will be presented and described, 
and the forces responsible for the deformation and topography will be discussed.

2. Methodology
In this study, four experiments are conducted in an 80 by 60 cm transparent plexiglas tank filled with 8.25 cm of 
glucose syrup to model an upper mantle reservoir (Figure 1). Highly viscous layers of silicone putty mixed with 
iron powder are placed on top of the syrup simulating the overriding plate and subducting plate. Their dimensions 
are given in Figure 1. A weak coupling at the subduction zone interface is obtained using a mixture of paraffin 
oil (90wt%) and petrolatum (10wt%) as a lubricant (Duarte et al., 2013). The glucose syrup has a density of 
1,408 kg/m3 and the overriding plate has a neutral buoyancy (ρOP = 1,408 kg/m3) relative to the sublithospheric 
mantle material. Because our experiments cannot model metamorphic reactions in nature, which increase the 
slab density during subduction, we use a relatively high density contrast (100 kg/m3) with high subducting plate 
density (ρSP = 1,508 kg/m3) following earlier works (Chen et  al.,  2015; Duarte et  al.,  2013). This is slightly 
higher than a density contrast of 80 kg/m3 between a mature subducting plate and sub-lithospheric mantle as 
determined by Cloos (1993) to account for the surface tension forces in the experiments that are negligible in 
nature (Schellart, 2008a). The viscosity of the glucose syrup is ∼50 Pa s at 20°C and the viscosity ratio between 
the subducting plate and the glucose syrup is ∼1300 in the experiments. We use a time scale of 1 s in the exper-
iments representing 8300 years in nature, and a length scale of 1 cm representing 80 km in nature. To achieve 
dynamic similarity between model and nature, we assume that the slab sinking velocity follows the Stokes' 
settling law (Jacoby, 1973). With the dynamic scaling using the Stokes' settling law described in earlier works 
(Duarte et al., 2013; Strak & Schellart, 2016; Xue et al., 2020), we simulate the upper mantle with a viscosity 
that represents ∼8.4 × 1019 Pa s in nature, which is comparable to estimates of 1019–1021 Pa s (Harig et al., 2010; 
Peltier, 2004), and a subducting oceanic plate with a viscosity representing 1.1 × 1023 Pa s in nature.

In this study, two physical parameters are varied between experiments (Table 1): (1) the viscosity ratio of the 
overriding plate to the upper mantle (ηOP/ηUM) to consistently investigate OPD in a relatively weaker and stronger 
plate and (2) the thickness of the subducting plate (TSP) to generate the two different subduction modes.
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The experiments all have a free top surface, no-slip side walls, and a no-slip bottom boundary. The bottom bound-
ary represents an impenetrable upper-lower mantle boundary. Both the overriding and subducting plates have two 
free lateral sides and a free trailing edge, simulating plates that are relatively mobile with strike-slip faults at the 
lateral sides and a mid-oceanic ridge at the trailing edge. To avoid the boundary effects from the side walls, the 
plates are placed in the middle of the tank and the subduction zone is far from the lateral side walls.

We scale our models to nature using density contrasts between the plates and the ambient mantle rather than 
using densities, and therefore we need to apply a topographic correction factor (CTopo) when scaling the model 
topography to nature (Schellart & Strak, 2016). Since the density contrasts are the same in the experiments and 
in nature, the topographic correction factor is:

�Topo =
��_��

��_��
 (1)

Where ρm_UM and ρn_UM represent the density of the upper mantle in the models and nature, respectively. With this 
correction factor, we scale the topography in our model to nature as follows:

ℎ�

ℎ�
=

��_��

��_��
. ��
��

 (2)

Where hn and hm represent the topography in nature and the model, respec-
tively, and ln/lm = 8 × 106 as mentioned earlier. With an upper mantle density 
of 3250 kg/m3 in nature, we obtain a scaling ratio for topography between 
nature and experiments of hn/hm = 3.47 × 106.

The experiments are initiated by pouring ∼8 ml of syrup on top of the first 
∼3 cm of the subducting plate leading edge, forming an initial slab pertur-
bation with a dip angle of ∼30°. PIV was introduced to analog modeling 
in the 2000s (e.g., Adam et  al.,  2005; Hampel et  al.,  2004). Here we use 

Figure 1. Three-dimensional schematic model setup. The subducting plate thickness is 1.2 cm for Exps. 1 and 2, and 
1.4 cm for Exps. 3 and 4. The laser produces a light sheet with a width of ∼1 cm that is shot perpendicular to the trench axis 
along the mid line of the model. The experiments are recorded at 10 s intervals with one particle image velocimetry camera 
recording from the side to compute mantle flow, one normal camera recording from the side, and two stereoscopic cameras 
recording from the top to compute overriding plate deformation and topography.

Experiment number ηOP/ηUM SP thickness (cm) Slab geometry

Exp. 1 ∼520 1.2 Slab rollover

Exp. 2 ∼1160 1.2 Slab rollover

Exp. 3 ∼520 1.4 Slab rollback

Exp. 4 ∼1160 1.4 Slab rollback

Note. ηOP/ηUM = overriding plate to sublithospheric upper mantle viscosity 
ratio. SP = subducting plate.

Table 1 
The Difference in Model Setup Between Experiments
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two stereoscopic PIV cameras to record the top view of the experiments and to compute the strain and to-
pography of the overriding plate (Figure 1). The stereoscopic PIV technique employed here is similar to Chen 
et al. (2016, 2017). White passive tracers are sprinkled on top of the overriding plate and are used in a cross-cor-
relation technique to compute strain in 2D and topography using stereo photogrammetry with PIV cameras 1 
and 2. We record the subduction process from the side with normal camera 4 while we compute the mantle flow 
using PIV camera 3. This camera visualizes phosphorescent polymer particles with a diameter of 20–50 μm that 
are mixed with the syrup homogeneously and that are illuminated by a laser sheet at 10 s intervals. The mantle 
flow velocity field is computed with a seeding density of ∼40 particles/cm2, a multi-pass interrogation window 
decreasing from 256 × 256 pixels to 128 × 128 pixels with an overlap of 75%. The overriding plate strain and 
topography are calculated with a subset size of 25 pixels and a step size of 6 pixels. Both the time interval (here 
10 s) and the size of the interrogation window are chosen to reach an optimal signal-to-noise ratio. Pictures of a 
3D textured calibration board aligned to the laser sheet position and to the overriding plate surface allow us to 
scale and correct the images used for the calculations.

3. Results
3.1. Subduction Kinematics

Our four experiments present two main subduction styles, where Exps. 1 and 2 with a thinner subducting plate 
(TSP = 1.2 cm) show trench retreat followed by trench advance with a rollover slab geometry (a U-shape on its 
side) and Exps. 3 and 4 with a thicker subducting plate (TSP = 1.4 cm) show continuous trench retreat during the 
whole experiment with a backward slab draping geometry (lazy S-shape; Figure 2).

Three main subduction phases are distinguished: the free sinking phase, the transitional phase, and the steady-
state phase. We calculate the subducting plate (vSP) and trench (vT) velocities during subduction by tracking 
passive markers in successive photographs. All experiments experience a similar free sinking phase during which 
the slab subducts rapidly into the ambient upper mantle due to its negative buoyancy, with the trench retreating 
in the direction away from the overriding plate. During this phase, vSP (trenchward motion is positive), vT (retreat, 
i.e., oceanward motion, is positive) and subduction velocity (vS = vSP + vT) increase rapidly to a maximum before 
the slab tip reaches the bottom boundary (Figures 3a–3c). Slab bending evolves differently between experiments 
with more significant slab bending in Exps. 1 and 2 (slab tip dip angle θB is ∼83° for Exp. 1 and ∼95° for Exp. 
2 for a subduction depth of ∼6.25 cm, Figures 2a and 2b) compared to Exps. 3 and 4 (θB is ∼67° for Exp. 3 and 
∼64° for Exp. 4, Figures 2c and 2d). When the slab tip reaches the bottom boundary, the difference in slab tip dip 
angle (θB) between the two sets of experiments is even more pronounced and, importantly, θB > 90° in Exps. 1-2 

Figure 2. Sequential side-view photographs of four experiments with a different subducting plate thickness (TSP) and 
overriding plate to sublithospheric upper mantle viscosity ratio (ηOP/ηUM), showing the progressive subduction evolution. θB: 
slab tip dip angle.
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and θB < 90° in Exps. 3-4. The slab tip interacts with the bottom boundary during a short period and all velocities 
drop quickly to a minimum, which we define as the transitional phase (the beginning and the end are indicated 
with solid and dotted arrows, respectively, in Figure 3a). Following this, the experiments reach a steady-state 
phase with vSP, vT, and vS reaching relatively stable values (Figures 3a–3c), while vSP/vS remains almost constant 
(Figure 3d). During the steady-state phase, Exps. 1 and 2 show trench advance and a rollover slab geometry (last 
panels in Figures 2a and 2b), whereas Exps. 3 and 4 continue with trench retreat and slab rollback (last panels in 
Figures 2c and 2d).

The velocities vSP, vT and vS evolve similarly during the free sinking phase for all experiments but are very differ-
ent during the steady-state subduction phase for the two different subduction modes. Indeed, the trench velocity 
(vT, positive toward the subducting plate) is negative for Exps. 1 and 2 showing trench advance and positive for 
Exps. 3 and 4 show trench retreat, and vSP is much higher in Exps. 1 and 2 compared to that in Exps. 3 and 4 
(Figures 3a and 3f). Furthermore, the experiments with a lower ηOP/ηUM have slightly lower vSP, compared to the 
experiments with higher ηOP/ηUM but with the same subduction mode (Figure 3f). vT is similar for Exps. 1 and 2, 

Figure 3. Diagrams showing the evolution of (a) vSP, (b) vT, (c) vS, (d) vSP/vS, (e) change in length of the overriding plate compared to the length at the time of 
subduction initiation, and (f) the average velocities and vSP/vS during the steady-state phase for four experiments with a different TSP and ηOP/ηUM. Experiments 1 and 
2 present trench retreat followed by trench advance, and Exps. 3 and 4 show continuous trench retreat. RO: rollover. RB: rollback. The vertical arrows with different 
colors in (a) point to the beginning (solid) and the end (dotted) of the transitional phase of the corresponding models. For the lines in (e), a positive and negative slope 
indicates (on average) overriding plate extension and shortening, respectively.
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with an average of −0.028 mm/s for both experiments (Figures 3b and 3f). On the other hand, Exp. 4 with higher 
ηOP/ηUM shows a higher vT (0.089 mm/s) compared to Exp. 3 (0.066 mm/s).

During both free sinking and steady-state phases, vS is higher for Exps. 3–4 showing trench retreat compared to 
that in Exps. 1-2 with trench advance (Figures 3c and 3f). In addition, vS in Exp. 4 with a higher ηOP/ηM is higher 
than that in Exp. 3, while it is only slightly higher in Exp. 2 than that in Exp. 1.

A subduction partitioning ratio (vSP/vS) that exceeds 1 indicates trench advance, while vSP/vS < 1 indicates trench 
retreat. The subduction partitioning remains below 1 during the free sinking phase for all experiments, indicating 
that all experiments experience trench retreat during this phase. During the steady-state phase, vSP/vS remains 
stable at ∼0.2 for Exps. 3 and 4, while it is above 1 for Exps. 1 (∼1.9) and 2 (∼1.7).

3.2. Deformation of the Overriding Plate

The pattern and degree of OPD vary between experiments with different subduction styles and ηOP/ηUM (Fig-
ures 3e and 4). The overriding plate length in Exps. 1 and 2 increases during the free sinking and transition phases 
and decreases during the steady-state phase, while in Exps. 3 and 4 it increases continuously (Figure 3e). All 
experiments experience a similar pattern of OPD during the free sinking phase (Figures 4a, 4b, 4g and 4h), with 
overall overriding plate extension in the trench normal direction and only shortening in a narrow region located 
within ∼20 mm from the trench, which we define as the fore-arc region (Figure 4a). In addition, all experiments 
show a localized area with higher extensional strain, which we define as the intra-arc domain for this study as 
shown in Figure 4a, at a distance between ∼20 and ∼45 mm from the trench. Note that we define the area between 
the intra-arc and the trailing edge of the overriding plate as the back-arc region (Figure 4a). Furthermore, strains 
are higher for experiments with a lower ηOP/ηUM (Exps. 1 and 3) than with a higher ηOP/ηUM (Exps. 2 and 4).

After the free sinking phase, fore-arc shortening continues and is more pronounced for experiments showing 
trench advance (εXX  =  ∼−46% (Exp. 1), ∼−40% (Exp. 2)) compared to experiments showing trench retreat 
(εXX = ∼−28% (Exp. 3), ∼−10% (Exp. 4)). The localized extensional intra-arc area at ∼20–45 mm from the 
trench experiences stronger extension and becomes more clearly defined during the steady-state phase for all 
experiments (Figures 4c, 4d, 4i and 4j). In addition, there is also a narrow area at the overriding plate trailing 
edge showing extensional deformation for all experiments. Apart from these local areas that show a common 
strain style (shortening or extension) in all experiments, the overall style of deformation in the back-arc during 
the steady-state phase differs for the two different subduction styles. Experiments 1 and 2 with the slab rollover 
structure experience extensive trench-normal shortening (Figures 4c and 4d), whereas Exps. 3 and 4 with the 
backward slab draping geometry experience continuous trench-normal extension (Figures 4i and 4j).

The total overriding plate strain is presented in Figures 4e, 4f, 4k and 4l, which is equivalent to the sum of the 
strain during the free sinking phase, the transitional phase, and the steady-state phase. Considering that the defor-
mation style for Exps. 3 and 4 do not change during progressive subduction evolution, the total finite strain for 
these experiments shows pronounced fore-arc shortening, intra-arc extension, and back-arc extension. For Exps. 
1 and 2, the deformation style in the fore-arc and intra-arc domain remain unchanged, but in the back-arc domain 
the extensional deformation changes to shortening, and the finite shortening deformation summed over the entire 
subduction evolution is smaller than that generated during the steady-state phase.

3.3. Subduction Induced Mantle Flow and Its Correlation With OPD

The cross section of the mantle flow velocity field and the gradient of the horizontal trench-normal mantle flow 
velocity (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 ) are presented at two moments for all experiments (lower panels in Figure 5): (1) when the slab 
tip reaches a depth of 6.25 cm (∼2 cm above the bottom boundary) during the free sinking phase (Figures 5a, 
5b, 5e and 5f) and (2) half way during the steady-state phase (Figures 5c, 5d, 5g and 5h). The velocity fields and 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 are plotted with the corresponding overriding plate strain (upper panels in Figures 5a–5h) calculated 
between that particular amount of subduction and the beginning of the corresponding subduction phase to allow 
for a direct comparison. We note that it is actually the horizontal gradient of the trench-normal basal shear rate 
(𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 ) multiplied with the sublithospheric mantle viscosity (ηUM, which is constant in our experiments) that 
determines the actual trench-normal horizontal normal stress (σXX), normal strain rate (��� ) and strain (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 ) in 
the overriding plate. However, considering that 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 in the overriding plate is one to three orders of magnitude 
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smaller than 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 in the underlying mantle, the sign and magnitude of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 directly correspond to those 
of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 . Nevertheless, we have plotted 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 for the uppermost ∼10 mm of sublithospheric mantle below the 
base of the overriding plate in the upper panels of Figures 5a–5h.

During the free sinking phase (Figures 5a, 5b, 5e and 5f), the upper mantle material below the overriding plate 
mainly flows toward the trench, and only in a relatively small area near the slab tip, it directs away from the 
trench. During this phase, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 are mostly positive, which indicates that 𝛾̇ increases toward the 
trench in most parts of the upper mantle. Relatively high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 occur at ∼50–90 mm from the 

Figure 4. Finite strain maps of the overriding plate in the trench normal direction (εXX) at the end of the free sinking phase 
(a, b, g, and h), for the period that includes the transitional and entire steady-state phases (c, d, i, and j), and at the end of 
the subduction experiments (entire duration of the experiments) (e, f, k, and l) for four experiments with a different TSP and 
ηOP/ηUM. A division between fore-arc, intra-arc, and back-arc regions is illustrated in (a). For each phase, overriding plate 
deformation is computed for an equivalent amount of subduction.
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Figure 5. Cross-sections of mantle flow velocity field shown with black vectors and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 shown with blue-red colors (lower panel in each subfigure), as well as the 
trench-normal horizontal overriding plate normal strain (εXX, black line in upper panel of each subfigure) along the mid-line of the overriding plate. The trench-normal 
horizontal component of the mantle flow velocity (vx) is also shown in the upper panels with orange lines (∼10 mm below the plate base as indicated with an orange 
arrow in the lower panel of (a)) and purple lines (∼40 mm below the plate base as indicated with a purple arrow in the lower panel of (a)), and vT at the corresponding 
moment is shown as a blue dot in the upper panel. The trench-normal horizontal gradient of the shear rate (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 ) for a ∼10 mm thick zone below the base of the 
overriding plate is indicated with a green line in the upper panels of (a)–(h). The overriding plate strain is computed between the moment shown in each corresponding 
lower panel and the start of the free sinking phase for a, b, e and f, and the start of the steady-state phase for c, d, g and h. In the upper panels showing OP strain, the 
shaded areas in blue represent shortening and red represent extension. RO: rollover. RB: rollback. Note that an enlargement of the velocity field as shown in panels (c) 
and (g) is shown in Figure 6.
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trench, generally correlating with higher magnitudes of the overriding plate extension at ∼25–100 mm from the 
trench. The extensional overriding plate strain generally coincides with the distribution of positive 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 and 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 right below the overriding plate base.

During the steady-state phase, the mantle flow below the overriding plate in the experiments showing trench ad-
vance directs away from the trench (vx < 0), and |vx| right below the overriding plate gradually increases from the 
overriding plate trailing edge toward a distance of 50–60 mm from the trench (so 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑  < 0) but |vx| gradually 
decreases then up to the trench (so 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑  > 0, Figures 5c and 5d). In spatial accordance with the distribution of 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 , the overriding plate presents negative strain (shortening) from near the overriding plate trail-
ing edge (∼160–180 mm from the trench) to ∼50 mm from the trench (strain reaches ∼−4% For Exp. 1 and ∼−2% 
for Exp. 2) and shows positive strain (extension) between ∼50 and ∼20 mm from the trench with maximum 
extensional strains of ∼12% for Exp. 1 and ∼4% for Exp. 2. In the experiments showing trench retreat during the 
steady-state phase (Exps. 3 and 4), the mantle flow below the overriding plate is directed toward the trench, and 
��� , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 are generally positive (Figures 5g, 5h and 6b). The magnitude of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥∕𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 are 
especially high at ∼30–120 mm from the trench.

3.4. Evolution of the Overriding Plate Topography

The overriding plate shows large-scale tilting for all experiments. During the free sinking phase all experiments 
show an overriding plate with a downward slope toward the trench with an average tilting angle of ∼0.04°. The 
angle is measured by plotting for each experiment the best-fit line of the scaled topography for the back-arc region 
that is confined by the vertical lines shown in Figure 7. During the steady-state phase, however, the overriding 
plate tilts in different directions depending on the subduction mode. For the slab rollover mode (Exps. 1 and 2), a 
large-scale uplift is observed in the back-arc except close to the trailing edge, resulting in an upward slope toward 
the trench with an average tilting angle of ∼0.06° (orange lines in Figures 7a and 7b). In contrast, for the slab 
rollback mode (Exps. 3 and 4), the entire overriding plate is dragged down and tilts toward the trench side (orange 
lines in Figures 7c and 7d), with an average tilting angle of ∼0.1° at the end of the experiment. We also quantify 
the vertical force (FTilt) that generates the large-scale tilting (uplift for Exps. 1 and 2 and subsidence for Exps. 3 
and 4) of the overriding plate, which equals the product of the total volume of the depression or uplifted region 
(with respect to the reference level (topography = 0)) due to tilting (VTilt), the density contrast between the upper 
mantle (ρUM = 1,408 kg/m3) and air (ρAir = 1.225 kg/m3; ΔρUM-Air), and the gravitational acceleration (g), giving 
FTilt = VTiltΔρUM-Airg. Note that the subsidence is defined in this study as the long-wavelength subsidence signal 
(which is in the back-arc region), not the short-wavelength subsidence signal (which we refer to as depression and 
is in the fore-arc region). This gives a vertical force used to produce the overriding plate tilting of approximately 
−0.029, −0.047, 0.03, and 0.044 N for Exps. 1-4, respectively (note that negative numbers indicate a vertical 
compressive force, causing uplift, and positive numbers indicate a vertical tensile force, causing subsidence). We 
can compare this tilting force with the only driving force present in our experiments, the slab negative buoyancy 
force FBU, which is simply VslabΔρSLAB-UMg, where Vslab is the volume of the slab that is sinking in the upper mantle 
(i.e., the inclined part) and ΔρSLAB-UM is the density contrast between the slab and ambient mantle. Then we get 
|FTilt/FBU| is 0.28, 0.40, 0.21, 0.29 (+/−30%) for Exps. 1-4, respectively.

From the beginning to the end of the free sinking phase (Figure 7), a depression forms at ∼15–20 mm from the 
trench for all experiments, with a depth ranging between ∼0.5 (Exp. 4) and ∼1.1 mm (Exp. 1) relative to the 

Figure 6. Cross-sections through the center of the subduction zone, showing the mantle velocity field (vectors) and vertical mantle velocity component (gray-white-
green color scheme) for (a) the trench advance subduction mode (Exp. 1) and (b) the trench retreat subduction mode (Exp. 3). Note that positive vz (green) indicates 
upwelling mantle flow and negative vz (gray) indicates downwelling mantle flow.
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edge on the back-arc side of the local depression. During the steady-state phase, this fore-arc depression becomes 
deeper for Exps. 3 and 4, and shallower for Exps. 1 and 2. At the end of the entire subduction process, the fore-arc 
depression for all experiments reaches a depth ranging between ∼0.8 (Exps. 1 and 2) and ∼1 mm (Exps. 3 and 4), 
with respect to the edge on the back-arc side of the local depression. The fore-arc depression is often flanked on 
the trench side by a fore-arc bulge, up to ∼0.7 mm high with respect to the base of the fore-arc depression, which 
is generally most pronounced during the free sinking phase.

4. Discussion
4.1. Subduction Kinematics and Slab Geometries

The different subduction styles that are observed due to the different TSP can be explained by the increase in 
slab negative buoyancy force with increasing TSP, which is the only driving force in the subduction system. The 
increased driving force promotes faster subduction and particularly promotes faster vT during the free sinking 
phase, while vSP is less affected (Figure 3b). Earlier works (Griffiths et al., 1995; Xue et al., 2020) have shown 
that an increase in vT particularly causes a decrease in slab dip angle. In addition, the bending resistance at the 
subduction zone hinge scales with the cube of TSP (Conrad & Hager, 1999). Therefore, the slab develops a larger 
bending radius and a smaller bending angle at the slab tip for a larger TSP during the free sinking phase (Fig-
ure 2), in agreement with earlier subduction modeling works (Capitanio et al., 2007; Irvine & Schellart, 2012). 
The larger bending radius, together with a lower slab dip angle due to a faster trench retreat, promotes a lower 
slab tip dip angle (∼75° and 70° for Exps. 3 and 4, respectively) when the slab tip reaches the bottom boundary, 
thereby producing trench retreat with a rollback slab geometry (Figures 2c and 2d). On the other hand, a thinner 
subducting plate will develop a smaller bending radius at the subduction hinge and, together with a lower trench 
velocity, this will cause a higher slab tip dip angle (∼109° and 108° for Exps. 1 and 2, respectively) when the slab 
tip reaches the bottom boundary (Figures 2a and 2b), facilitating slab rollover and trench advance. Furthermore, 
Lallemand et al. (2008) showed that trench advance with a rollover slab geometry is associated with a higher vSP, 
whereas trench retreat with a rollback slab geometry corresponds with a relatively lower vSP, which is consistent 
with the experimental results reported in this study.

The effect of plate thickness on the subduction mode in our study is opposite to trends reported in some earlier 
modeling studies (e.g., Di Giuseppe et al., 2008; Faccenna et al., 2009), which found that a thicker subducting 
plate promotes trench advance and a thinner plate promotes trench retreat. The apparent conflict can be explained 

Figure 7. Diagram showing the overriding plate topography for four experiments at three moments: early free sinking phase (black line), the end of the free sinking 
phase (aqua line), and the end of the steady-state phase (orange line). The vertical arrows indicate the location of the fore-arc depression for the curves with the 
corresponding color. The shaded area in magenta determines the area that is above the subduction zone plate boundary interface at the end of the steady-state phase. 
Averaged tilting is measured by fitting a best-fit line to the observed topography between two vertical dashed lines in each phase with the corresponding color. The 
x-position in the diagrams has been centered on the trench location for better comparison between the individual curves.
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when we consider previously published regime diagrams showing the dependence of the subduction style on the 
mantle depth/slab thickness ratio and slab/mantle viscosity ratio (Li & Ribe, 2012; Ribe, 2010; Schellart, 2008a). 
For one particular viscosity ratio, one might observe, when increasing the slab thickness (and thus decreasing the 
mantle depth/slab thickness ratio), that the subduction style changes from rollover to rollback, while for another 
viscosity ratio, one might observe, when increasing the slab thickness, that the subduction style changes from 
rollback to rollover (see e.g., Figure 13 in Schellart [2008a] or Figure 11 in Ribe [2010]). We add to this the com-
plexity that the regime diagrams and the studies from Di Giuseppe et al. (2008) and Faccenna et al. (2009) were 
based on subduction models without an overriding plate, while the current models include an overriding plate, 
and the complexity that plate length also influences the subduction style (Xue et al., 2020). Indeed, earlier studies 
have shown that a variety of physical parameters can affect the subduction mode (e.g., Bellahsen et al., 2005; 
Di Giuseppe et al., 2008; Funiciello et al., 2008; Garel et al., 2014; Magni et al., 2014; Schellart, 2008a; Xue 
et  al.,  2020). A detailed discussion on how the different parameters affect the subduction mode, however, is 
beyond the scope of this study, as we focus our investigation on how the two end-member subduction modes 
(rollback and rollover) affect OPD and topography.

Another parameter that is varied in this study is ηOP/ηUM. The experiments with a lower ηOP/ηUM (∼520) experi-
ence almost double maximum overriding plate strain (Figure 4) compared to that with a higher ηOP/ηUM (∼1160), 
which can be explained by the linear viscous rheology of the overriding plate and the relationship where stress 
scales with the product of the effective viscosity and strain rate. Hertgen et al. (2020) found that with a stronger 
overriding plate, the back-arc basin forms later. In addition, we find that ηOP/ηUM has no impact on the slab geom-
etry and the subduction mode, in agreement with Holt et al. (2015), who showed that overriding plate viscosity 
affects overriding plate stress state, but has no obvious impact on the slab morphology.

4.2. Overriding Plate Deformation and Topography Evolution

Some of the main forces in plate tectonics and mantle dynamics include the slab negative buoyancy force, the 
trench suction force, basal drag forces, and plate boundary forces (Elsasser, 1971; Forsyth & Uyeda, 1975; She-
menda, 1993). The forces responsible for deforming the overriding plate are illustrated in Figure 8 and include: 
(1) the viscous drag force (FD) at the base of the overriding plate, which is related to the basal shear stress, 
which is ηmantle (dvx/dz). The horizontal gradient in basal shear stress, ηmantle (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 ), is what causes extension or 

Figure 8. (a, b) Illustration of the forces and the velocity directions involved in two different subduction modes. (c, d) Decomposition of forces at the subduction zone 
interface in two different subduction models. Subduction interface shear drag (FSH), trench suction (FSU), and basal shear drag (FD) are shown by purple, green, and blue 
arrows, respectively. Note that ��̇∕�� is the trench-normal horizontal gradient of the horizontal shear rate in the sublithospheric mantle, while vT is the trench velocity. 
Abbreviations: IAE: Intra-arc extension; FAS: Fore-arc shortening.
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shortening in the overriding plate, with a positive trench-directed gradient (i.e., increasing trenchward) causing 
an extension, and a negative trench-directed gradient (i.e., decreasing trenchward) causing shortening. (2) The 
shear force (FSH) at the subduction zone interface, which is the product of the subduction interface shear rate, the 
subduction zone plate boundary interface surface area, and the subduction channel effective viscosity, where the 
shear rate is equal to the subduction rate divided by the channel thickness. And (3) the suction force (FSU) between 
the plates which is oriented perpendicular to the subduction zone interface and points downward during trench 
retreat and upward during trench advance.

During trench retreat, the mantle flow right below the overriding plate is directed toward the subducting plate, 
and the magnitude of |vx| and the trenchward basal viscous drag FD increase toward the mantle wedge corner 
with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑  > 0 (Figures 5g and 5h). The increased FD toward the trench, together with the trench-retreat-in-
duced trench suction (FSU), exerts trench-normal deviatoric tension in the overriding plate, causing extension 
(Figures 5a, 5b, 5e, 5f, 5g, and 5h), except for the fore-arc region where subduction interface shear drag (FSH) 
and basal drag (FD) have an opposite shear sense, causing overriding plate shortening (Figure 8b). On the other 
hand, in the trench advance subduction mode, the mantle flow below the overriding plate is oriented away from 
the subducting plate. Furthermore, vx and FD generally become more negative from the overriding plate trailing 
edge toward the trench with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑  < 0 before reaching the intra-arc region and then become less negative from 
the intra-arc region toward the trench with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑  > 0 (Figure 8a). The negative 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 and the associated land-
ward-decreasing FD, combined with the deviatoric compressive stresses above the subduction zone interface that 
are caused by the trench advance and slab rollover (inducing negative trench suction), result in shortening in the 
area between the overriding plate trailing edge and the intra-arc edge, as well as above the subduction interface, 
while the local positive 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 in the intra-arc region and the landward-increasing FD facilitate overriding plate 
extension in the intra-arc region.

Earlier modeling studies have investigated OPD in a trench retreat mode (Arcay et  al.,  2008; Chen 
et al., 2015, 2016, 2017; Duarte et al., 2013; Guillaume et al., 2013; Heuret et al., 2007; Holt et al., 2015; Mar-
tinod et al., 2013; Schellart & Moresi, 2013). From these studies, those that presented models using a buoyan-
cy-driven approach showed similar OPD patterns as here during trench retreat and slab rollback, with overall 
overriding plate extension and mostly local fore-arc shortening (Chen et al., 2015, 2016; Duarte et al., 2013; 
Schellart & Moresi, 2013). Our results agree with earlier conceptual models and observations, which suggest 
that the subduction mode generally determines the style of OPD, with overriding plate extension correlating 
with trench retreat (Elsasser, 1971; Le Pichon et al., 1982; Lonergan & White, 1997; Malinverno & Ryan, 1986; 
Molnar & Atwater, 1978; Rosenbaum & Lister, 2004; Schellart, 2008b) and shortening correlating with trench 
advance or slow trench motion (Schellart, 2008b). We note that the boundary condition at the trailing edge of the 
overriding plate (free or fixed) also has an effect on the motion and deformation style of the overriding plate. For 
example, models from Chen et al. (2015) showed that an overriding plate will experience significantly larger ex-
tensional strains when it is fixed at the trailing edge compared to when it is free. With our experiments, we show 
that the different subduction modes (slab rollback and slab rollover) cause different mantle flow patterns, and 
thereby different mantle velocity gradients and gradients in basal drag force, as well as different trench suction 
forces. The combination of these forces determines if the overriding plate experiences shortening or extension.

Our experimental models are simplified in that they are isothermal. Including thermal gradients would likely 
increase mantle flow rates below the overriding plate, but at the same time decrease the effective viscosity in the 
mantle below the overriding plate. The combined effect of increased velocity and decreased viscosity on basal 
drag is likely small, as they likely cancel out each other, such that the basal drag force is comparable in magnitude 
as for an isothermal model set-up. Another limitation of our models is that the viscous overriding plate material 
slowly spreads laterally because of the unwanted side effect of surface tension. The amount of spreading depends 
on ηOP/ηUM and the duration of the experiments, such that lower ηOP/ηUM and longer experimental duration pro-
mote larger spreading. The lateral spreading is most evident in the trench-parallel direction (y-direction). Toward 
the end of each experimental run, the increase in surface area is ∼10.4%, 2.4%, 3.5%, and 1.0% for Exps. 1 to 4, 
respectively, which is consistent with the lower ηOP/ηUM in Exps. 1 and 3 and the relatively longer experimental 
duration of Exps. 1 and 2.

4.2.1. Fore-arc Shortening

We observe fore-arc shortening (Figures 4 and 5) and a fore-arc depression (Figure 7) during the whole subduc-
tion process for both subduction styles. During trench retreat, both the horizontal component of FSH (FSH_HOR) and 
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FD (FD_HOR) work together to promote fore-arc shortening due to their opposite shear drag sense that enhances 
convergence, while the horizontal component of FSU (FSU_HOR) enhances extension (Figure 8b). To produce fore-
arc shortening in this subduction mode, then |FSH_HOR| + |FD_HOR| > |FSU_HOR|. In the trench advance subduction 
mode, FSH and FSU promote fore-arc shortening and FD_HOR promotes fore-arc extension as its drag is directed 
away from the fore-arc domain. Thus, to produce shortening during trench advance, then |FD_HOR| < |FSH_HOR| 
+ |FSU_HOR|. FSU_HOR depends on the resistance to translate the overriding plate at the trench and correlates with 
the magnitude of vT (Chen et al., 2015; Shemenda, 1993), while FD depends on the shear rate at the base of the 
overriding plate and effective viscosity of the sublithospheric mantle below the base of the overriding plate. In 
addition, FSH_HOR always provides compression to the fore-arc region in both subduction modes, and its magni-
tude depends on the effective viscosity, shear rate, and the contact surface area between the plates, which is larger 
(∼21%) during long-term trench advance, compared to that during long-term trench retreat.

During the free sinking phase, the fore-arc region experiences shortening and the trench retreats in all experi-
ments, which means |FSH_HOR| + |FD_HOR| > |FSU_HOR|. During this phase, the fore-arc shortening strain is lower in 
Exps. 3 and 4 with higher TSP than that in Exps. 1 and 2. A higher TSP produces a higher vS (Figure 3c) resulting in 
a higher FSH and a higher trenchward vx resulting in a higher FD, but it also promotes a higher tensional FSU due to 
the associated higher vT (Figure 3b). The experiments indicate that FSU increases more than the other two forces, 
such that the overall horizontal deviatoric compressive stress in the fore-arc is lower with higher TSP, producing 
a lower trench-normal shortening strain.

During the steady-state phase, the fore-arc shortening is also less pronounced in the trench retreat mode (Exps. 3 
and 4) than that in the trench advance mode (Exps. 1 and 2). In the trench advance mode, vS is lower producing a 
lower FSH, but at the same time the subduction interface is longer (interface length = ∼1.9 and 1.8 cm for Exps. 
1 and 2, respectively, compared to ∼1.6 and 1.3 cm for Exps. 3 and 4, respectively) and the subduction channel is 
thinner because the lubricant is partly squeezed out from the interface (as observed in the experiments), promot-
ing a higher FSH, which together with a compressional FSU due to the trench advance, promotes shortening. In the 
trench retreat mode, the combination of the three forces remains the same as that during the free sinking phase. 
However, the combination of a relatively higher FSH and FD promoting compression and a tensional FSU due to 
trench retreat, results in less fore-arc shortening than during trench advance.

4.2.2. Intra-arc and Back-arc Extension

Both subduction modes produce a confined intra-arc and near-back-arc region of maximum extensional defor-
mation throughout the experiments, and at almost the same distance to the trench of approximately half of the 
subduction zone width. This region generally coincides spatially with the distribution of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑  > 0 for both 
subduction modes (Figure 5), and so we propose that FD is the main factor driving such extension. Some earlier 
studies suggest that FSU is the main factor driving such extension (Elsasser, 1971; Shemenda, 1993). However, 
our experiments demonstrate that FSU_HOR is not even enough to compete with FD_HOR and FSH_HOR near the trench 
to drive continuous extension in the fore-arc region during trench retreat, while it induces compression in the fore-
arc region during trench advance. Some recent models also demonstrate that subduction-induced mantle return 
flow is the dominant driver of intra-arc and back-arc extension (Chen et al., 2016; Holt et al., 2015; Schellart & 
Moresi, 2013). In addition, models from Chen et al. (2015) indicate that back-arc extension reaches a maximum 
at a distance to the trench of approximately half of the subduction zone width, which is comparable to the toroidal 
mantle return flow radius. Our results agree with these earlier studies and imply that FD resulting from mantle 
return flow with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑  > 0 (Figure 8) is the dominant controlling factor for intra-arc and back-arc extension.

4.2.3. Long-Wavelength Dynamic Topography and Overriding Plate Fore-arc Topography

Our experiments demonstrate an exciting new observation that concerns the long-wavelength (1,000–2,000 km) 
topographic evolution of the overriding plate, involving whole plate tilting, the direction of which depends on the 
style of subduction (slab rollback vs. slab rollover). The entire overriding plate is dragged down and tilts toward 
the trench in the trench retreat mode (∼0.04–0.10° averaged over ∼1,500 km), while it is pushed up with a max-
imum upward deflection at ∼2 cm (scaling to ∼160 km) from the trench and tilts toward the trailing edge in the 
trench advance mode (∼0.04–0.06° averaged over ∼1,500 km). Among the forces, the vertical component of FSH 
(FSH_VER) is in the same direction (downward) for both subduction modes, and only the vertical component of FSU 
(FSU_VER) is upward for the trench advance mode and downward for the trench retreat mode. If it is FSU that drives 
the overriding plate tilt, one would expect the maximum uplift during trench advance to be above the subduction 
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zone interface. However, the model results show that we have a fore-arc depression in Exps. 1 and 2 (Figure 7). In 
addition, we expect that FSU_VER only affects a small region (the fore-arc region of a few cm), as it is applied to a 
small area (the subduction zone interface), but not the entire plate of ∼20 cm. On the other hand, the mantle flow 
during rollover shows an upward velocity component below the overriding plate (Figures 5c, 5d and 6a), while 
the mantle flow during rollback shows a downward velocity component (Figures 5g, 5h and 6b). Therefore, we 
suggest that this large-scale plate tilting in both subduction modes is related to the upper mantle flow (the vertical 
velocity component thereof), and thus can be considered as dynamic topography. The force generating the large-
scale overriding plate tilting (FTilt) accounts for a considerable portion of the slab negative buoyancy force (FBU) 
with |FTilt/FBU| = 0.2–0.4, with an error margin of ∼30%. The observation of large-scale trench-ward overriding 
plate tilting in the trench retreat subduction mode has also been observed in numerical models from Crameri and 
Lithgow-Bertelloni (2018), who proposed it is caused by the large scale mantle flow when the slab tip reached 
the more viscous lower mantle and excited a larger mantle flow cell. Their models showed overriding plate tilting 
ranging between 0.01° and 0.07° over a distance exceeding 1,000 km, which generally agrees with our models 
(tilting of ∼0.04°–0.1° over ∼1,500 km).

In the work by Husson (2006) the dynamic topography from theoretical models and for several narrow retreating 
subduction zones is presented. It shows that subsidence is greatest at a distance from the trench of approximately 
half of the subduction zone width, reaching depths of the order ∼1,500 m. Furthermore, the extent to which 
overriding plate subsidence is observed extends in a trench-normal direction over a distance of approximately 
twice the subduction zone width. The dynamic topography observed in our models with a trench retreat mode 
generally agrees with Husson (2006), with a broad local maximum in subsidence at a distance of ∼0.3–0.5 times 
the subduction zone width of 2–2.5 km, and a comparable lateral extent of subsidence of ∼2 times the subduction 
zone width. Models from Husson et al. (2012) characterized by slab rollback show subsidence in the region where 
one would have the overriding plate, which is not present in their models, but there is no systematic tilting toward 
the trench and the subsidence is smaller (maximum of ∼0.1 mm compared to our models with 0.6–1.0 mm) at 
a distance that is ∼half the width of the subduction zone. We attribute the lower subsidence to the absence of 
an overriding plate and the presence of low-viscosity (asthenospheric) material at the surface in the models of 
Husson et al. (2012).

A fore-arc depression is observed in all experiments with different subduction styles, with a maximum depression 
located above the subduction interface. This has only been observed in subduction models characterized by trench 
retreat from earlier studies (Chen et al., 2017; Hassani et al., 1997). Hassani et al. (1997) have proposed that the 
suction force between the plates is the main driver of the fore-arc depression. Models from Chen et al. (2017) 
with a similar setup and physical parameters as in our study have shown that FSU dominantly drives the formation 
of the fore-arc depression, while FSH plays a minor role because of the low vS, and mantle flow does not produce 
the fore-arc depression because the maximum vertical mantle flow velocity does not coincide with the deepest 
point of the fore-arc depression. Chen et al. (2017) also found that as the slab dip angle gradually increases during 
the free sinking phase, FSU_VER increases, and thus the maximum fore-arc depression increases. Our experimen-
tal results show that, during the free sinking phase, Exps. 1 and 2 have a higher maximum fore-arc depression 
compared to Exps. 3 and 4. This is because of the slab dip angle in Exps. 1 and 2 increases more during the free 
sinking phase, resulting in a higher FSU_VER. This further confirms earlier findings that FSU is the main driver 
of the fore-arc depression during the free-sinking phase. The depth of the fore-arc basin is ∼0.6–1 mm (∼2.1–
3.5 km in nature) in the experiments showing continuous trench retreat, which is comparable with that from Chen 
et al. (2017) (∼1.4–4 km in nature). Subduction models from Cerpa and Arcay (2020) show a similar topographic 
evolution in the fore-arc region, compared to our models. Their models show a bulge next to the trench, which is 
bordered by a local depression, in agreement with our model results, and the fore-arc bulge and depression are 
the most pronounced during the free sinking phase, gradually decreasing over time after the free sinking phase, 
which also agrees with our model results. The free subduction model (no imposed velocity boundary conditions) 
with a subduction interface friction coefficient of 0.04 in Cerpa and Arcay (2020), which is geodynamically most 
comparable to our buoyancy-driven subduction models, also shows the most comparable fore-arc topography. 
Their models show a bulge topography that lies lower than the trailing part of the overriding plate, as in our Exps. 
3 and 4 (Figures 7c and 7d), and a fore-arc depression with a depth of ∼2.5 km which is comparable to that of our 
Exp. 3 with a depth of 2.1 km (blue line in Figure 7c).
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The fore-arc depression remains above the subduction interface during the steady-state phase in all experiments 
and is most pronounced for the rollback subduction models, as one would expect from the downward-directed 
FSU that operates during slab rollback (Figure 8). It thus might appear surprising that the fore-arc depression 
remains during trench advance and slab rollover. In the trench advance mode, among the two relevant forces, the 
vertical component of FSU directs upward and thus cannot contribute to the depression. This leaves only FSH_VER 
to explain the fore-arc depression. One might expect FSH, which depends on vS and subduction channel thick-
ness at the trench, to be lower in the trench advance mode compared to the trench retreat mode due to a lower vS 
during the steady-state phase (Figure 3c). However, FSH is likely comparable or higher because the shear rates 
in the lubricant at the interface are comparable or greater due to a thinner layer of lubricant in a rollover slab 
setting (negative FSU, i.e., toward the overriding plate, squeezes lubricant out) compared to a rollback slab setting 
(positive FSU, i.e., toward the subducting plate, sucks lubricant in). Furthermore, a larger FSH in the slab rollover 
setting is consistent with the production of a longer subduction interface. This might also partly explain why vS 
is significantly lower in a rollover setting compared to a rollback setting (although part of it is explained by the 
lower TSP in the rollover models).

4.3. Implications for Subduction Zones in Nature

We present a comparison of the overriding plate topography of our rollover experiments with a natural subduction 
setting that likely presents a rollover slab geometry, namely the Makran subduction zone, indicated by a mantle 
seismic tomographic model (Amaru, 2007) showing a very steep upper mantle slab and an overall rollover geom-
etry (Figures 9a and 9d). The Makran subduction zone is a relatively narrow subduction zone (∼900 km wide), 
comparable to our experimental subduction zones, that formed at the boundary between the Arabian Plate and the 
overriding Eurasian plate. Trench migration at the Makran subduction zone has been considered as either close to 
stationary or advancing with a velocity of ∼0–2 cm/yr (Schellart et al., 2008) and the Eurasian overriding plate 
has experienced overall trench-normal shortening (Burg et al., 2013; Haghipour et al., 2012). The overall slab 
geometry, trench motion, and overriding plate deformation in the Makran setting are in general agreement with 
our slab rollover experiments that are dominated by trench advance and overriding plate shortening. In nature, 
there is also a domain, the coastal Makran region at ∼120 and 180 km north of the trench, that is dominated 
by normal faults and extension. This extensional zone, however, likely does not correspond to the extensional 
domain found in our rollover experiments, as it is located above the subduction zone plate boundary interface 
in nature (Normand et al., 2019; Pajang et al., 2021) but above the sublithospheric mantle in our experiments. 
A possible explanation for the lack of an extensional zone further northward in the Makran domain is the much 
larger overriding plate (Eurasia), and thus larger resistance to motion, in nature, which would enhance horizontal 
trench-normal compressive stresses during slab rollover, thereby suppressing the local zone of extension. Region-
al mantle flow is also one of the factors that can affect subduction style. In the case of the nearby India-Eurasia 
collision zone, the quasi-toroidal mantle flow that is likely induced at the western syntaxis of the collision zone 
is anticlockwise (see e.g., Figure 1b in Schellart et al. [2019]) which would promote rollback of the Makran slab 
rather than rollover.

Regarding the large-scale topography, a large part of the Makran accretionary wedge between ∼200 and ∼400–
600 km from the trench (Figure 9b) has a relatively high elevation, and the area further to the north shows a trend 
with a gradual decrease in elevation. One may consider that this large-scale variation in topography could be 
caused by the lateral variation in crustal thickness, with higher elevations corresponding to higher crustal thick-
nesses and vice versa. However, we do not find a good correlation between long-wavelength elevation and crustal 
thickness (Figures 9b and 9c). Notably, the region of maximum crustal thickness of ∼45 km (x = 1,500 km in 
Figure 9c) is also the region of the lowest overriding plate elevation (Figure 9b). We argue that the discrepancy 
between observed topography and expected isostatic topographic elevation can be explained by rollover-induced 
dynamic topography, which has pushed regions closer to the trench with thinner crust to higher elevations. In-
deed, the long-wavelength topography of the Makran region, showing a topography that decreases away from 
the trench (northward) over a distance of ∼1,500 km, is consistent with the overriding plate topography of our 
rollover experiments, showing a comparable topographic decrease over a similar distance, in particular Exp. 1. 
We thus propose that the long-wavelength topography of the Makran is mostly due to mantle flow and therefore 
has a dynamic origin.
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Apart from the long-wavelength topographic signal (∼1,000–2,000 km) that we are interested in, the experiments 
also show a short-wavelength topographic signal (∼100 km) that is likely noise, while the Makran topographic 
profile also shows short-wavelength topography at ∼10–100 km wavelength. The latter is due to local crustal 
deformation processes (e.g., thrust faulting) and surface processes, processes that are not modeled in our analog 
experiments. From the two experiments showing trench advance and slab rollover, Exp. 1 is likely more appli-
cable to the Makran than Exp. 2, because overriding plate shortening is more extensive in Exp. 1 and thereby 
is more comparable to the Makran setting, both in distribution and magnitude, and the overriding plate-mantle 
viscosity ratio in Exp. 1 is more comparable to plate-mantle viscosity estimates in nature (Funiciello et al., 2008; 
Ribe, 2010; Schellart, 2008a).

Figure 9. (a) Slab geometry as implied by the global P-wave seismic tomography model of Amaru (2007), (b) topographic 
profile (black line) at the Makran subduction zone (elevation data is from GMTED2010 at USGS website), and the 
topographic profiles at the end of Exps. 1 (green) and 2 (blue), (c) crustal thickness profile from Crust 1.0 model at http://
igppweb.ucsd.edu/∼gabi/rem.html (Laske & Masters, 2013). The positions of the tomographic cross-section, topographic 
profile, and crustal thickness profile at the Makran subduction zone are indicated in (d).
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5. Conclusions
Our buoyancy-driven four-dimensional subduction experiments with an overriding plate produce two subduction 
styles, namely trench retreat with a backward slab draping (rollback) geometry and trench advance with a forward 
slab (rollover) geometry. The main findings from the different subduction styles are as follows:

1.  Trench advance and slab rollover produce overall shortening in the overriding plate, while trench retreat and 
slab rollback produce overall extension (Figure 4). Superposed on this overall deformation field, all experi-
ments show fore-arc shortening and intra-arc to near back-arc extension located some 150–300 km from the 
trench. The main force for OPD is the basal viscous drag force (FD) due to mantle flow, with a trench-directed 
mantle flow and an increase in trench-directed basal shear rate (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑  > 0) causing overall extension and 
an OP-directed mantle flow and a decrease in trench-directed basal shear rate (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴∕𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑  < 0) causing overall 
shortening (Figure 8). Fore-arc shortening is mostly a result of the subduction interface shear drag force (FSH) 
but is also modulated by the trench suction force (FSU) and FD in the mantle wedge corner

2.  The topography of the overriding plate shows large-scale (1,000–2,000 km) overriding plate tilting that de-
pends on the subduction style (Figure 7), with trenchward tilting and subsidence during trench retreat (max-
imum subsidence of 2–2.5 km), but landward tilting and uplift during trench advance (maximum uplift of 
1.5–2 km). These large-scale topographic signatures are a form of dynamic topography as they are caused by 
the different styles of upper mantle flow during slab rollback and slab rollover (Figures 5 and 6)

3.  Our models showing trench advance and slab rollover provide a potential mechanism for the long-wavelength 
uplift as observed in the overriding plate at the Makran subduction zone (Figure 9)

Data Availability Statement
The data produced for this research are available in this in-text data citation reference: Xue et al. (2021) under 
the CC BY 4.0 license.
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